We introduce a method for "sparsifying" distributed algorithms and exhibit how it leads to improvements that go past known barriers in two algorithmic settings of large-scale graph processing: Massively Parallel Computation (MPC), and Local Computation Algorithms (LCA).
Introduction and Related Work
We introduce a notion of locality volume for local distributed algorithms and we show that, by devising local graph algorithms that have a small locality volume (we refer to these as sparse algorithms), we can obtain significant improvements in two modern computational settings: Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) and Local Computation Algorithms (LCA). Both of these settings, which are receiving increasingly more attention, are primarily motivated by the need for processing large-scale graphs. We hope that the study of sparse local algorithms and the methodology set forth here may also find applications in a wider range of computational settings, especially for large-scale problems, where "local approaches" provide a natural algorithmic line of attack.
The LOCAL model and the locality radius: Distributed graph algorithms have been studied extensively since the 1980s. The standard model here is Linial's LOCAL model [Lin87] : the communication network of the distributed system is abstracted as an n-node graph G = (V, E), with one processor on each node, which initially knows only its own neighbors. Processors communicate in synchronous message passing rounds where per round each processor can send one message to each of its neighbors. The processors want to solve a graph problem about their network G -e.g., compute a coloring of it -and at the end, each processor/node should know its own part of the output, e.g., its color.
The focus in the study of LOCAL model has been on characterizing the round complexity of graph problems. This not only captures the time needed by a distributed system to solve the given graph problem, but also characterizes the locality radius of the problem, in a mathematical sense: whenever there is an algorithm with round complexity T , the output of each node v is a function of the information residing in nodes within distance T of v, and particularly the topology induced by the T -hop neighborhood of v. Thus, in this sense, the problem has locality radius at most T .
The locality volume:
We initiate the study of LOCAL algorithms that, besides having a small locality radius, also have a small locality volume: in a rough sense 1 , we want that each part of the output should depend on only a few elements of the input, i.e., nodes and edges (and the randomness used to decide about them). In particular, the output of a node v should depend on a small part of the topology within the T -hop neighborhood of v, instead of all of it. This opens the road for us to devise improved algorithms in MPC and LCA. On a high level, this locality volume will correspond to the memory requirement in the MPC setting (per node) and also to the query complexity in the LCA model. To make this point concrete, we next discuss each of these two settings separately and state our results.
Massively Parallel Computation (MPC)
Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) is a theoretical abstraction which is intended to model recent large-scale parallel processing settings such as MapReduce [DG04] The MPC model: The MPC model consists of a number of machines, each with S bits of memory, who can communicate with each other in synchronous rounds on a complete communication network. Per round, each machine can send O(S) bits to the other machines in total, and it can also perform some local computation, ideally at most poly(S). For graph problems, the number of machines is assumed to beÕ(m/S), where m denotes the number of edges in the graph, so that the graph fits the overall memory of the machines. The main objective is to obtain MPC algorithms that have a small round complexity as well as a small memory per machine.
State of the Art: In this paper, our focus will be on some fundamental graph problems such as maximal independent set, maximal matching, (1 + ε)-approximation of maximum matching, and 2-approximation of minimum vertex cover. For all of these problems, classic parallel or distributed algorithms imply O(log n) round MPC algorithms without any serious memory requirement (as long as each node's edges can fit in one machine) [II86, Lub86, ABI86, LPSP15] . Given the power of the MPC model and also the pressing need for fast processing of large-scale graphs, the objective in MPC is to obtain algorithms that are considerably faster than their classic parallel counterparts -i.e., strongly sublogarithmic time for the above four problems -using a small memory per machine.
The Linear Memory Barrier: The memory requirement for the above four problems has improved over time. Currently, sublogarithmic-time algorithms are known only when the memory S per machine is at leastΘ(n). In fact, this itself became possible only recently, due to a breakthrough of Czumaj et al. [CLM + 18]: they presented an MPC algorithm with S = Θ(n) and round complexity O((log log) 2 ) for (1 + ε)-approximation of maximum matching. Two independent follow up work provided some improvements: Assadi et al. [ABB + 17] obtained an O(log log n) round algorithm for 1 + ε approximation of maximum matching and O(1)-approximation of minimum vertex cover; and Ghaffari et al. [GGK + 18] obtained O(log log n) round algorithms for maximal independent set, (1+ ε)-approximation of maximum matching, and (2 + ε)-approximation of minimum vertex cover. Before this burst of developments for the setting where S =Θ(n), the best known algorithms were those of Lattanzi et al. [LMSV11] which require memory S = n 1+Ω (1) and have round complexity O(1).
However, all currently known techniques in MPC algorithms for the above four problems lose their efficacy once the memory per machine becomes (strongly) sublinear, e.g., S = n α for a constant α ∈ (0, 1). In particular, as soon as the memory per machine goes below, say n 0.99 , the best known round complexity for general graphs 2 goes back to the O(log n)-round solutions that follow from the classic distributed/parallel algorithms. This is rather unfortunate because this regime of memorye.g., S ≤ n 0.99 -is especially of interest, as the graph sizes are becoming larger and larger.
Our Result in MPC: By devising sparse LOCAL algorithms (which have small locality volume), we obtain MPC algorithms that break this barrier. In particular, these algorithm use a strongly sublinear memory per machine and still run considerably faster than O(log n): Theorem 1.1. There are MPC algorithms, with memory per machine of S = n α for any constant α ∈ (0, 1), that, with probability at least 1 − 1/n 10 , solve the following four problems in O( √ log ∆ · log log ∆ + √ log log n) =Õ( √ log ∆) rounds in any n-node graph of maximum degree at most ∆:
Maximal Independent Set, Maximal Matching, (1 + ε)-Approximation of Maximum Matching for any constant ε > 0, and 2-Approximation of Minimum Vertex Cover.
We comment that in the case of maximal matching and 2-approximation of minimum vertex cover, previously there was no known sublogarithmic-time algorithm even for a memory of S =Θ(n).
The Connection to Sparse Local Distributed Algorithms. We obtain Theorem 1.1 by devising LOCAL algorithms for these problems that have both small locality radius of O(log ∆) and also a small locality volume of ∆ O( √ log ∆) , in a rough sense. There are also some smaller clean up steps, which we discard from our discussion for now. More concretely, this algorithm will be such that running every span of R = Θ(α √ log ∆) rounds of it has locality volume at most ∆ α/10 for a desirably small constant 2 We are aware of one exception for special graphs: For trees, a recent work of Brandt et al. [BFU18a] obtains an O((log log n)
3 )-round MIS algorithm in the MPC model with memory n α per machine for any constant α ∈ (0, 1). More recently, they [BFU18b] generalized this to any graph of arboricity poly(log n) and improved the round complexity to O((log log n)
2 ) and this extension also works for maximal matching.
α ∈ (0, 1). This ∆ α/10 volume fits well within the memory of one machine. In fact, if we uniformly spread the nodes among the machines, each machine has enough memory to store ∆ α/10 bits for each of the nodes that it holds (some care is needed when the graph is highly irregular). Using a simple and by now well-known graph exponentiation idea (see, e.g., [LW10,Gha17,BFU18a,ASS + 18,ASW18]), we can make each node v learns this ∆ α/10 local volume that determines its behavior for the R rounds, within O(log R) MPC rounds, after which it can locally emulate its behavior for R rounds. Hence, once we have a sparse distributed algorithm where the locality volume fits the memory of a machine, it is easy to compress the number of rounds exponentially. In particular, we can "compress" each phase of R = Θ( √ log ∆) rounds of the LOCAL algorithm into O(log R) = O(log log ∆) rounds of MPC. Hence, by doing this for different phases, one after the other, we get anÕ( √ log ∆) round MPC algorithm. As a side remark, we note that some of the ideas that we use for our sparse local algorithm are similar to those that were used before in [Gha17] . A particular idea that we borrow from [Gha17] allows us to effectively stall nodes in "dense" neighborhoods in the MIS algorithm of [Gha16] , without losing its guarantees. See Section 3.2. The work of [Gha17] obtains a faster MIS algorithm in CONGESTED-CLIQUE model of distributed computing, in which the n nodes of the network can communicate with each other in an all-to-all manner, where per round each two nodes can exchange O(log n) bits. There, the nodes have no memory constraints. Recently, the round complexity of MIS in that model was improved to O(log log n) [GGK + 18], using a very different method.
Local Computation Algorithms (LCA)
Local Computation Algorithms (LCA) is a recent theoretical model that was introduced by Rubinfeld et al. [RTVX11] and Alon et al. [ARVX12] , also motivated by the necessity to process massive graphs. For general introductions, we refer the reader to a comprehensive and recent survery of Levi and Medina [LM + 17] . The LCA model is known to be closely related to many other computational models, cf. Levi et al. [LRY17, Section 1] , and is stipulated to be useful also in settings such as cloud computing. The high-level goal in this model is to be able to determine each single part of the output in a graph problem in considerably sublinear time, by reading only a few places in the graph.
Concretely, an LCA has query access to a graph G = (V, E) where each query can ask either for the degree of a node v ∈ V or for the identifier of the i-th neighbor of a node v. In this work, we assume that a query to a node returns the identifiers of all its neighbors and point out that this only adds a ∆ factor to the query complexity. It also has access to a string of n poly log n random bits 3 . An LCA should be able to determine each single part of the output. For instance, in the Maximal Independent Set (MIS) problem, when asked about a node v ∈ V , the LCA should determine whether v is in the MIS or not, using a small number of queries. All the answers of the algorithm for different vertices v should be consistent with one MIS.
A central problem in the study of LCAs is that of computing an MIS. This centrality is in part due to fact that many other local problems can be solved using MIS algorithms. This includes maximal matching, 2-approximation of minimum vertex cover, (∆ + 1)-vertex-coloring of graphs of max degree at most ∆, (2∆ − 1)-edge coloring, and (1 + ε)-approximation of maximum matching [Lub86, LPSP15, EMR14] .
State of the Art on LCAs for MIS: Much of the known MIS LCAs are efficient only for graphs of small degrees. In general, the query complexity of known algorithms is a function of two parameters, the maximum degree ∆ and the number of nodes in the graph n. Rubinfeld et al. [RTVX11] and Alon et al. [ARVX12] presented algorithms with query complexity 2 O(∆ log 2 ∆) log n. Reingold and Vardi [RV16] gave an algorithm with query complexity 2 O(∆) log n · log log n. Even et al. [EMR14] significantly improved the dependency on n at the cost of increasing the ∆-dependency; concretely they provide a deterministic LCA with query complexity 2 O(∆ 2 log 2 ∆) log * n. All the above algorithms have an exponential (or higher) dependency on ∆. Thus, these algorithms lose efficacy in graphs with moderately super-constant degrees, e.g., even for ∆ = Ω(log n). There are two known LCAs whose complexity has a better dependency on ∆. Levi et al. [LRY17] gave the first such algorithm with query complexity 2 O(log 3 ∆) log 3 n and consequently, Ghaffari [Gha16] gave an algorithm with query complexity 2 O(log 2 ∆) log 3 n. A natural question which remains open 4 is this:
"Is there an MIS LCA with query complexity poly(∆ log n)? "
A Natural Query-Complexity Barrier? The ∆ O(log ∆) poly(log n) complexity of Ghaffari's algorithm [Gha16] comes close to a natural barrier for known techniques. The current MIS LCAs, including those of [RTVX11, ARVX12, LRY17, Gha16], are all implicitly or explicitly based on transforming LOCAL distributed algorithms to LCAs. This is a connection that was first observed by Parnas and Ron [PR07] . In particular, given a T -round LOCAL algorithm, we can emulate it in the LCA model with query complexity ∆ O(T ) : upon being queried on a node v, we read the whole subgraph within T -hops of v, which has ∆ O(T ) vertices, and then compute the output v by emulating the LOCAL algorithm. Now, it is known by a lower bound of Kuhn et al. [KMW16] that any LOCAL algorithm for MIS needs round complexity at least Ω min log ∆ log log ∆ , log n log log n . Hence, unless we go away from the Parnas-Ron methodology, we cannot go below query complexity ∆ Ω(log ∆/ log log ∆) .
Our Result in LCA: By devising a sparse LOCAL algorithms (one that has a small locality volume), we obtain an LCA that goes significantly below the aforementioned barrier. Concretely, we show that:
There is an LCA that, with probability 1 − 1/n 10 , computes an MIS with query complexity ∆ O(log log ∆) poly(log n).
While this still does not reach the milestone of poly(∆ log n) query complexity, it makes a significant step in that direction. In particular, in terms of dependency on ∆, it exhibits an exponential improvement in the exponent, compared to the ∆ O(log ∆) poly(log n)-query LCA of Ghaffari [Gha16] .
The Connection to Sparse Local Distributed Algorithms. We obtain Theorem 1.2 by devising a LOCAL MIS algorithm that has a small locality volume of ∆ O(log log ∆) poly(log n), as well as a locality radius O(log ∆). While the lower bound of Kuhn et al. [KMW16] shows that the locality radius should be at least O log ∆ log log ∆ , our algorithm shows that we do not need to depend on all of the information within this radius, and a much smaller volume suffices. When the LCA is asked whether a given node v is in the MIS or not, it carefully finds its way through this maze of the O(log ∆)-neighborhood and gathers the relevant ∆ O(log log ∆) poly(log n) local volume, using a proportional number of queries. Then, it can emulate the LOCAL process and determine the output of v.
Roadmap
In Section 2, as a warm up, we present a sparse distributed algorithm for constant approximation of maximum matching, and we explain how, thanks to its small locality volume, it leads to improvements in MPC and LCA settings. In Section 3, we present our main sparse MIS algorithm and discuss its implications in the MPC and LCA settings. In particular, this section provides the proof of Theorem 1.1. In Section 4, we explain how we improve the query complexity of the LCA presented in Section 3 further, to prove Theorem 1.2.
Warm Up: Matching Approximation
In this section, we recall a basic distributed algorithm for constant-approximation of maximum matching, and we explain how, by sparsifying it, we can obtain improvements in Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) and centralized Local Computation Algorithms (LCA).
Concretely, the basic distributed algorithm has a (near-optimal) round complexity of O(log ∆). By sparsifying it, we obtain an algorithm with locality radius O(log ∆) and locality volume ∆ O( √ log ∆) , which then leads to the following results: (I) anÕ( √ log ∆)-round MPC algorithm with strongly sublinear memory per-machine, i.e., n α bits for any arbitrary constant α ∈ (0, 1), and (II) an LCA algorithm with query complexity ∆ O( √ log ∆) . While being warm ups, these are already considerable improvements over the state of the art: The former is the first sublogarithmic-time MPC algorithm that can handle sublinear memory. The latter LCA has a query-complexity that goes below that of the Parnas-Ron paradigm [PR07] , i.e., collecting the full topology in the T -hop neighborhood where T is the distributed complexity of the problem.
Next, we start with explaining the basic distributed algorithm for approximating maximum matching and then we present the sparsified version of it. Then, we discuss how we simulate this sparsified version in the MPC and LCA settings.
Basic Distributed Algorithm:
The algorithm has log ∆ iterations indexed by i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , log ∆− 1}. We maintain the invariant that in iteration i, the maximum degree is at most d i−1 = ∆/2 i . The i th iteration works as follows: we mark each edge incident on any node of degree at least d i = ∆/2 i+1 with probability p i = 2 i /(4∆). We note that this probability is set such that each node of degree at least d i = ∆/2 i+1 has at least a constant probability of having an isolated marked edge -i.e., a marked edge that has no other marked edge adjacent to it. Then, we put all isolated marked edges into the matching and we remove their endpoints from the graph. We also remove from the graph all vertices of degree at least
On an intuitive level, in iteration i, we remove a number of vertices linear in the number of vertices of degree at least d i−1 /2 and expect a constant fraction of these to be matched. Hence, overall, the algorithm gives a constant approximation of maximum matching. The formal analysis will be provided for our sparsified variant, which we discuss below. We also comment that this algorithm can be viewed as a simple variant of the algorithm used by Parnas and Ron paradigm [PR07] and it is also close to some algorithms in [OR10, CLM + 18, GGK + 18].
Sparse Distributed Algorithm: We now explain how to sparsify this basic algorithm and make sure that it has a small locality volume. We break the algorithm into 2 √ log ∆ phases; each with R = √ log ∆/2 iterations. We simulate each phase, by running a different O(R)-round distributed algorithm on a sparsified graph H ⊆ G. The graph H has maximum degreeÕ 2 √ log ∆/2 and moreover, it can be identified at the beginning of the phase in one round.
Let us focus on the first phase; the other phases are similar. For this phase, we generate H randomly, as follows: For each iteration i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R} to be simulated, generate a randomly sampled subgraph H i by including each edge of the original graph G with probability p ′ i = min{Kp i , 1} = min{K · 2 i /(4∆), 1} for some K = Θ(log ∆). The samplings for different iterations i are independent, and are all generated at the same time. The sparsified subgraph H is the union of all of these subgraphs, i.e., H = ∪ i∈{1,2,...,R} H i .
To simulate iteration i of the basic algorithm by running another algorithm on the sparsified graph H, for each iteration i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R}, we do two things: (1) To mark edges of iteration i, we subsample each sampled edge of H i (those whose both endpoints are still present) with probability p i /p ′ i . Then, as before, isolated marked edges are added to the output matching, and their vertices are removed from H i . (2) Instead of removing vertices of high degree in the original graph G (which we cannot identify exactly as we do not want to communicate in G), we remove all vertices whose remaining
. This completes the description for one phase. After a phase on the sparsified graph, we use one round of communication on G to remove all vertices whose degree in the remaining graph exceeds d R = ∆/2 R+1 . Then, we proceed to the next phase. Other phases work similarly, essentially as if the maximum degree has decreased by a factor of 2 R = 2
, with probability at least 1 − 1/∆ 10 . (B) After iteration i of the simulation, the remaining degree of each node in graph G is at most 2d i = ∆/2 i , with probability at least 1 − 1/∆ 10 . (C) In iteration i of the simulation, if we remove a set S of vertices (for having a high-degree in H i or becoming matched), then we have Θ(|S|) matched edges in this iteration, with probability at least 1 − exp(−Θ(|S|)). Hence, the algorithm computes a constant approximation of maximum matching, with high probability (in the matching size).
. By a Chernoff bound, the probability that v has more than 2 √ log ∆/2 · O(log ∆) edges in H is no more than 1/∆ 10 . (B) For any node whose degree is at least ∆/2 i in graph G in the end of simulation of iteration r = i − 1, we expect to have at least ∆/2 i · 2 i /(4∆) · K = K/4 sampled edges in H i (to vertices that are not removed after simulating iterations 1 to i − 1). Hence, with probability at least 1 − 1/∆ 10 , any such vertex has at least K/8 sampled edges in H i and thus gets removed in iteration i.
(C) The set S of vertices that get removed in iteration i is composed of two parts: the set of vertices that are incident on isolated marked edges, which are matched, and the set S ′ of vertices that have a degree of at least K/4 in H i . To show that the matching size is Θ(|S|), it suffices to show that the matching size is Ω(|S ′ |). Now, each edge of H i gets marked with probability p i /p ′ i . Therefore, the probability for each vertex v ∈ S ′ (which has at least K/4 edges in H i ) to be incident on a marked edge is at least a constant. Now, by property (B), at the beginning of iteration i, each node u has degree at most 2d i in graph G, with probability at least 1 − 1/∆ 10 , which means that in the sampled graph H i , node u has degree at most 4d i p ′ i = K/2, with probability at least 1 − 2/∆ 10 . Therefore, with probability at least a constant, the marked edge incident on v is isolated and has no adjacent marked edge. That is, with constant probability, vertex v is matched. This implies that we expect to have at least Θ(|S ′ |) matched edges in this iteration. By an application of McDiarmid's inequality (similar to [GGK + 18, Lemma 4.1]), we can also prove some concentration around this expectation, and show that, with probability at least 1 − exp(−Θ(|S ′ |)), the matching size is at least Θ(|S ′ |).
The Locality Volume of the Sparsified Graph. To simulate one phase, we need to identify the related sparsified graph, which can be done in one round and has degree 2 O( √ log ∆) . Then, we run a Θ( √ log ∆) round local process on this graph. Hence, each node's behavior in one phase depends on at
nodes/edges. This is the locality volume for one phase. Since we have Θ( √ log ∆) phases, the overall behavior of each node during this algorithm depends on at most ∆ Θ( √ log ∆) other nodes/edges. Hence, although we have a process with locality radius T = Θ(log ∆), the locality volume is much smaller than ∆ T and is just ∆ Θ(
Simulation in the MPC Model: Before describing the simulation, we comment that for this warmup, and to avoid technicalities, we make two simplifying assumption: (1) We assume that the edges of each node fit within one machine (thus, ∆ ≤ n α ). This assumption can be avoided, basically with some change of parameters, as is done for our main algorithms presented in the next section. (2) We assume that we have room for at leastÕ( √ ∆) bits per node, e.g., by working under the assumption that all vertices have degrees between [∆ 1/2 , ∆], which means that the number of machines M =Ω
. This latter assumption can be removed by working through log log ∆ successive iterations of polynomially decreasing degree classes [
We simulate R = √ log ∆/2 iterations of one phase in the sparsified algorithm in O(log log ∆)
rounds of the MPC model. For that, we make each node v learn its R-hop neighborhood in H, as follows: we have log R MPC rounds, where at the end of round i, each node should know its neighborhood in H 2 i . In round i + 1, node v sends the names of all its neighbors in H 2 i to all of these neighbors. Given the degree of H, this is at most (2
neighbors. Hence, at the end of round i + 1, each node knows its neighbors in H 2 i+1 . After ⌈log R⌉ rounds, each node knows its R-neighborhood in H. Notice that each machine needs to gather at mostÕ(∆ 1/2 ) bits for each of the n/M =Õ(
) nodes that it wants to simulate. Hence, each machine can gather this information for all of its nodes and that would fit within its memory. At this point, the machine can locally simulate the behavior of each of its nodes v in R rounds of the algorithm and learn whether v is matched or not and whether it is removed or not. We can then use one round of the MPC model to remove all vertices whose degree has not dropped below ∆/2 R , at which point we can proceed to the next phase.
We should remark about one small subtlety in this simulation: We want that the collected neighborhood includes the related random values, so that the simulation (and particularly subsampling) performed after collecting the local topology is consistent in various vertices that simulate the algorithm. For that, we do as follows: for each edge in G, when sampling it for inclusion in H i , we draw a uniformly random number in [0, 1] . If this random number exceeds p ′ i , the edge is included in H i . Then, we also include this random number in the information of that edge. When simulating iteration i, where we want to subsample and mark edges of H i with probaility p i /p ′ i , we call each edge of H i marked if its random number exceeds the threshold of p i .
Simulation in the LCA Model: We start with discussing the simulation of the first phase. We can create an oracle that simulates the R = √ log ∆/2 iterations of this phase for one node v in the LCA model, as follows: We will basically gather R-hop topology of v in the sampled graph H. This is a topology of size at most ∆ 1/2 as argued above. For that, we need to build H, which we will do iteratively: We first determine all edges of H that are incident on v. That will take ∆ queries, to read all neighboring edges, and to sample them according to the probabilistic construction of H. Then, we recurse among the at most O(log 2 ∆) · 2 √ log ∆/2 neighbors of v in H, and build their neighborhoods. We then continue on their neighbors, and so on, up to distance R. Building edges of each node takes ∆ queries, to determine its edges (and sample the respective random variables), and we then continue on at most O(log 2 ∆) · 2 √ log ∆/2 neighbors. Since we do this for R-hop neighborhood, we need at most
queries. Hence, this oracle can simulate one node's behavior in one phase of the sparsified distributed algorithm using ∆ 3/2 queries. Then, the process for simulating the second phase is similar, except that to simulate each node's behavior in the second phase, we first need to call the oracle of the first phase on this node and its neighbors to know this node's status at the end of that period (the neighbors are needed so that we can remove the node if its degree did not drop below ∆/2 R ). Hence, the oracle of the second phase works in ∆ 5/2 queries to the first oracle, which is at most ∆ 5 queries to the base graph. Similarly, we can simulate all the log ∆ iterations in 2 √ log ∆ phases, where the oracle of each phase makes ∆ 5/2 calls to the oracle of the previous phase, and at the very base, the calls are to the original graph. Since we have 2 √ log ∆ phases, the overall query complexity for simulating each node's behavior in the full run of the algorithm is ∆ O( √ log ∆) .
Maximal Independent Set (MIS) and Implications
Here, we first review a distributed MIS algorithm of Ghaffari [Gha16] and then present a sparsification for it. We then explain how this sparsification leads to improved MPC and LCA algorithms.
Reviewing Ghaffari's MIS Algorithm
The MIS algorithm of [Gha16] is basically repeating a simple O(1)-round probabilistic dynamic, as presented below. Running this dynamic for O(log n) iterations computes a Maximal Independent Set of the graph, with probability at least 1−1/ poly(n). If we run the dynamic for just O(log ∆) iterations instead, with probability at least 1 − 1/ poly(n), we obtain a Nearly-Maximal Independent Set, in the following sense: with high probability, the number of remaining nodes is at most n/ poly(∆), and each remaining component has size O(∆ 4 log n). These two properties allow us to complete the computation of MIS, simply by computing an MIS among remaining nodes, much easier.
Algorithm 1
Round 2: Node v marks itself w.p.
If v is the only marked node in its neighborhood N (v), then v joins the MIS. If v joined the MIS, v is removed from the graph along with its neighbors.
Intuitive Discussion of How This Algorithm Works: Informally, the dynamic adjustments in the probabilities p t (v) aim to create a negative-feedback loop so that we achieve the following property: for each node v, there are many iterations t in which either (I) p t (v) = Ω(1) and
and a constant fraction of it is contributed by neighbors w for which d t (w) = O(1). These are good iterations because it is easy to see that in any such iteration, node v gets removed with at least a constant probability. Ghaffari's analysis [Gha16] shows that if we run for Ω(log ∆) iterations, each node v spends a constant fraction of the time in such good iterations (with a deterministic guarantee). Hence, if we run for O(log n) rounds, with high probability, we have computed an MIS. Running for O(log ∆) rounds leaves each node with probability at most 1/ poly(∆) and this can be seen to imply that we have computed a Nearly-Maximal Independent Set [Gha16] , in the sense explained above. After that, it is easier to add some more vertices to this set and ensure that we have an MIS.
Sparsifying Ghaffari's MIS Algorithm
Intuitive Discussions About Sparsification 5 : We are mainly interested in running O(log ∆) rounds of the above algorithm; after that we can complete the computation from a near-maximal IS to a maximal IS easier. We will break the algorithm into phases and perform a sparsification for each phase separately. For one phase, which has R rounds, we would like to devise a much sparser graph H such that by running a distributed algorithm on H for Θ(R) rounds, we can simulate R iterations of Ghaffari's algorithm on the base graph G. In our case, we will be able to do this for R = O( √ log ∆). Thus, each O( √ log ∆) iterations can be performed on a much sparser graph and we just need to "stitch together" O( √ log ∆) of these, by communications in the base graph. We next discuss the challenges in sparsifying one phase and our ideas for going around these challenges. We discuss how we deal with sparsification for the first round of iterations, i.e., the round of updating probabilities p t (v) based on the neighbors. We use a similar idea for the sparsification needed for the second rounds of the iterations, where we perform a marking to determine the vertices that are added to MIS.
Let us first examine just one round of the dynamic. One obstacle is the dynamic update of the probabilities p t (v), which depend on all the neighbors. That is, p t (v) is updated based on the summation of the probabilities p t (u) of all neighbors u ∈ N (v). It seems like even if we ignore just one or a few of the neighbors, and we do not include them in H, then the update of the probability might be incorrect, especially if those ignored neighbors u have a large value p u (t)
up to a small constant factor. That is, if we are above the threshold by a constant factor, the test detects that we are above the threshold with at least a positive constant probability, and if we are below the threshold by a constant factor, the test detects that we are below the threshold with at least a positive constant probability. We can run this random tester several times, all in parallel, to amplify the success probability. For each node v, the sampled set of neighbors would have size at most poly(log ∆) · d t−1 (v), with probability 1 − 1/ poly(∆), thus opening the way for the creation of the sparser graph H mentioned above, especially for nodes v whose d t−1 (v) is small.
The above does not seem so useful on its own, because we still have to receive from each neighbor u whether it is sampled or not, and that depends on p t (u) in that iteration which is not known in advance. But, thanks to the fact that the changes in p t (u) are somewhat smooth, we can go much further than one round, as we informally sketch next. Suppose that at time t, which is the beginning of a phase, we want to build a sparse graph H that includes any neighbor that may be sampled and thus might impact the estimation of d t ′ (u) in any iteration t ′ ∈ [t, t + R]. For each round t ′ ∈ [t, t + R], if we include each node with probability 2 R p t (v), the included set would be an oversampling of the set that will be sampled at iteration t ′ ∈ [t, t + R], i.e., it will include the latter. This is because p t ′ (v) ≤ 2 R p t (v). The fact that at time t we can predict a small superset of all vertices that will be sampled in iterations [t, t ′ ] allows us to build a graph H where each node v has at mostÕ(2 R d t (v)) neighbors, and suffices for simulating the next R rounds. We soon discuss how to deal with vertices for which d t (v) is large. The above randomly sampled graph H is good for vertices v such that d t (v) is small, e.g., 2Õ (R) . But for vertices that have a larger d t (v), this graph would include many neighbors, which is not desired. Fortunately, for any such vertex v for which d t (v) ≥ 2 3R , we have a different nice property, which helps us predict their behavior for the next R rounds. More correctly, this property enables us to safely gamble on a prediction of their behavior.
Let us explain that: Under normal circumstances where for each neighbor p t (u) decreases by a 2 factor per round, during the next R round, d t (v) would decrease by at most a 2 R factor. Hence, if we start with d t (v) ≥ 2 3R , throughout all iterations t ′ ∈ [t, t + R] in the phase, d t ′ (v) is quite large. In such cases, it is clear that v should keep reducing its p t (v) and also that any time that it marks itself, it gets blocked by a marked neighbor, with a significant probability. Hence, in such an situation, the behavior of v is predictable for the next R rounds. Of course, it is possible that many of the neighbors of v drop out during the next R rounds and because of that we suddenly have d t ′ (v) ≤ 2 R . Fortunately, this is enough progress in the negative-feedback dynamic around v, which allows us to modify the analysis of [Gha16] and show the following property. The algorithm works even with the following update: if at the beginning of the phase we have d t (v) ≥ 2 3R , for all rounds of this phase, we can update p t ′ +1 (v) = p t ′ (v)/2 without checking d t ′ (v) (in a very predictable manner). In this case, we say that we are stalling node v. In a sense, this postpones the attempts of v to join MIS for the next R rounds. On an intuitive level, this is fine because sudden drops that d t (v) ≥ 2 3R and d t ′ (v) ≤ 2 for some t ′ ∈ [t, t + R] cannot happen too frequently. We note that an idea similar to this was used before in [Gha17] to obtain an algorithm for MIS algorithm in the CONGESTED-CLIQUE model of distributed computing.
Finally, we note that in the above, we discussed our idea for randomly testing whether d t ′ (v) ≥ 2 or not, via randomly sampling vertices. Essentially the same idea can be used to create a superset of marked nodes, such that it has only a few nodes around each node v whose d t (v) is small and it is guaranteed to include all neighbors of v that are marked in round t ′ .
Sparsified Variant of Ghaffari's Local MIS Algorithm. The precise algorithm can be found in Algorithm 2. Let us summarize the changes to Ghaffari's algorithm: As mentioned above, we break the algorithm into phases, each made of R = α √ log ∆/10 iterations, and we do the sparsification mentioned for each iteration. Recall that α ∈ (0, 1) is the constant so that each machine has memory at least n α . At the beginning of the phase, we decide whether to stall each node v or not, based on the value of d t (v) at that point. Furthermore, instead of updating p t (v) by reading the summation of all neighbors, we update it based on an estimation that derived from O(log ∆) parallel repetitions of sampling each neighbor u with probability p t (u).
Algorithm 2 Local MIS algorithm for node v:
for phase s = 0, 1, . . . until node v is removed do for iteration i = 1, 2, . . . , α · √ log ∆/10 of phase s do ⊲ n α is the memory per machine Let t = s · α · √ log ∆/10 + i and let k = 12 · C log ∆. ⊲ C is some large constant Perform k repetitions of sampling, where in each repetition v is sampled w.p. 
if Node v is not stalling then Round 2: Node v marks itself w.p. p t (v). If v is the only marked node in N (v), then v joins the MIS. If v joined the MIS, v is removed from the graph along with its neighbors.
Analysis for the Sparsified Algorithm:
We provide an analysis which shows that the above sparsified algorithm provides guarantees similar to those of the algorithm of [Gha16] . The formal statement is provided below, and the proof appears in Appendix A.1.
Theorem 3.1. For each node v, during T = c(log ∆) iterations for a sufficiently large constant c, with probability at least 1/∆ C , either node v or a neighbor of v is added to the MIS. This guarantee holds independent of the randomness outside the 2-hop neighborhood of v. Furthermore, let B be the set of nodes remaining after T rounds. With probability at least 1 − 1/n 10 , we have the following:
1. Each connected component of the graph induced by B has O(log ∆ n · ∆ 4 ) nodes.
|B| ≤
3. If ∆ > n α/4 , then the set B is empty.
Constructing a Sparse Graph to Simulate a Phase of the Sparsified Algorithm
We now describe how we build the sparse graph H at the beginning of the phase, such that we can run O(R) rounds of the sparsified algorithm on just this graph. The role of the sparse graph H will be similar to the one in the warm up provided in Section 2.
Fixing All the Randomness in the Beginning: We first draw the randomness that each node will use, at the very beginning of the execution. Every node v draws O(log 3 ∆) random bits such that there are c 1 log 2 ∆ bits of fresh randomness for each of the c log ∆ iterations of the MIS algorithm, for a desirably large constant c 1 > c. For iteration t, letr t (v) = (r 1 t−1 , . . . , r k t−1 , r m t ) denote a vector of k + 1 uniformly chosen random numbers, with c 1 log ∆-bit precision 6 , from the interval [0, 1] . Given this, once we know p t (v) for some iteration t, we can derive the outcome of the random marking for iteration t by checking whether r m t (v) < p t (v). Similarly, a node is sampled in the j-th repetition if, inr t (v) = (r 1 t−1 , . . . , r k t−1 , r m t ), we have r j t−1 < p t−1 (v). We note that once we have fixed each node's randomness as above, the behavior of the algorithm is fully deterministic.
We denote an interval of iterations from t to t ′ by [t, t ′ ] and refer to it as a phase if t is the beginning and t ′ is the end of the same phase in Algorithm 2. We next explain how we construct the sparsified graph H t,t ′ for phase [t, t ′ ], after introducing some helper definitions.
Definitions. We use the following terminology in the construction of our sparse graph. 2. We say that node u is light, if d t−1 (u) < 2 α· √ log ∆/5+1 . Otherwise, u is heavy.
3. We say that u is good if the following inequality holds for all i ∈ [t, t ′ ] and otherwise, it is bad.
Notice that if u is not relevant, it will not get marked nor sampled in phase [t, t ′ ]. Hence, we do not need to include u in our sparse graph. For a light node u, we have that
Constructing the Sparse Graph H t,t ′ . We first determine the vertices of H t,t ′ . All relevant light nodes that are good are added to H t,t ′ . For a relevant heavy node u, we create d virtual copies, where d is the number of relevant light nodes that are good and connected to u in the original graph. All these copies are added to H t,t ′ . We next determine the edges of H t,t ′ . If two light nodes u and w are connected in the original graph, we add the edge {u, w} to H t,t ′ . Each copy of a relevant heavy node w gets an edge to exactly one of the light nodes that w is connected to in the original graph. Hence, every heavy node in H t,t ′ has degree one and is connected to a light node. Finally, we note that some vertices carry extra information when added to H t,t ′ , which is maintained as a label on the vertex. In particular, every node u in H t,t ′ is labeled with its random bitsr i (u) for all iterations i in [t, t ′ ]. This label can be thought of as a bit string appended to the identifier of the node. Observation 3.2. Given the p t (v) values and the random bitsr t (v) for each node v, the graph H t,t ′ can be constructed from the 1-hop neighborhood of each node.
Lemma 3.3. Let R = α · √ log ∆/10 and C ≥ 1 a desirably large constant. A light node v is bad in phase [t, t ′ ] with probability 7 at most e −2 2R ≪ 1/∆ C . Furthermore, the event that a node is bad is independent of the randomness of nodes outside of its 2-hop neighborhood.
Proof. By definition, d t (v) < 2 α· √ log ∆/5+1 = 2 2R+1 . Since the d t (v) value increases by at most a factor of two in every iteration, we get that
The expected value E[d i (v)] = µ is therefore bounded from above by 2 3R+1 and thus, by a Chernoff bound, we have
Node v is bad if there is at least one iteration i such thatd i (v) > 2 α·(3/10) √ log ∆+2 = 2 3R+2 . By a union bound over the iterations and the sampling repetitions, for a sufficiently large ∆, we get that the probability of node v being bad is at most
We get the independence by observing that 2 3R+1 is an upper bound for E[d i (v)] regardless of the random choices of its neighbors. Thus, the bad event only depends on the randomness of the neighbors of v in the corresponding iteration.
Lemma 3.4. Let R = α · √ log ∆/10 be the length of phase [t, t ′ ]. The maximum degree of H t,t ′ is O 2 5R . Furthermore, the number of nodes in the R-hop neighborhood of any node node v ∈ H t,t ′ is bounded from above by O 2 5R R < ∆ α 2 /8 ≪ n α .
Proof. By definition, all (copies of) heavy nodes in H t,t ′ have degree exactly 1. Since we only picked good light nodes u, we have thatd i (u) ≤ 4 · 2 3x for all i ∈ [t, t ′ ]. Let C be the constant from Algorithm 2. Thus, summing over all repetitions of the sampling, the number of sampled and marked neighbors of u is bounded from above by 12 · C log ∆ ·d i (u) for any iteration i. Summing up over all iterations, for a sufficiently large ∆, we can bound the number of neighbors of u by
For the second claim, the number of neighbors in the R-hop neighborhood of any node v is at most
Lemma 3.5. Consider a phase [t, t ′ ] of length R = α · √ log ∆/10. If node v learns its R-hop neighborhood in H t,t ′ , it can simulate its behavior in iterations in [t, t ′ ]. In particular, node v learns p t ′ (v) and whether it joined the MIS or not.
Proof. We argue by induction on the iteration index that the behavior of v can be derived solely based on the nodes in H t,t ′ . Consider first the base case, i.e., iteration t. From the labels of its neighbors, node v can determine p t−1 (u) for each neighbor u. Combined with the random bitsr t (u) = (r 1 t−1 , . . . , r k t−1 , r m t ), node v can determined t−1 (v). Ifd t−1 (v) > 2 2R , node v knows that it is stalling and hence, p t ′ (v) = 2 −R · p t−1 (v) and it will not join the MIS.
Thus, we focus on non-stalling nodes for the rest of the proof. By construction of H t,t ′ , if u is sampled or marked in iteration t, it belongs to H t,t ′ . Otherwise, the node u has no impact on the behavior of v. From the p t−1 (u) values of its sampled neighbors, node v can derived t−1 (v) and further p t (v). Once v knows p t (v), it can derive whether it gets marked or not. If any neighbor of v is marked, then v cannot join the MIS. Conversely, if no neighbor is marked and v is, then v joins the MIS.
Assume then that the claim holds for iteration t ≤ i < t ′ . Due to the construction of H t,t ′ v can learn the random bits by looking at the labels of its neighbors. By the induction hypothesis, in iteration i, node v knows the p i−1 (u) values of all of its neighbors and whether they joined the MIS or not. In case v or a neighbor joined the MIS, we are done. With the knowledge of the random bitsr i (u) and the p i−1 (u) values of its neighbors, it can simulate all the repetitions of the sampling process in iteration i. Thereby, v can derive whetherd i−1 (v) ≥ 2 and set p i (v) accordingly. Thus, v can determine whether it is marked or not and simulate round 2 of iteration i.
Simulation in the Low Memory MPC Model
In this section, we explain how by simulating the above algorithm, we can prove Theorem 1.1 for the MIS problem. The extensions to the other problems follow by simple adjustments and known methods and are discussed in Section 3.6. Remark 1. In case the maximum degree ∆ > n α , one needs to pay attention to how the model takes care of distributing the input. One explicit way is to split the high degree nodes into many copies and distribute the copies among many machines. For the communication between the copies, one can imagine a (virtual) balanced tree of depth at most 1/α rooted at one of the copies. Through this tree, the copies can exchange information in O(1/α) communication rounds. Another subtlety is that without care, communicating through this tree might overload the local memories of the machines. In our algorithms, the messages are very simple and hence, do not pose a problem. For the sake of simplicity, the write-up in this section assumes that all edges of each node fit within one machine's memory and in particular, ∆ < n α . The algorithm can be extended easily to higher values of ∆ by doing a O(1/α) rounds of communication atop the virtual tree mentioned above.
Our low memory MPC algorithm performs log log ∆ + 1 steps, where in step i = 1, 2, . . . we execute Algorithm 2 on the subgraph induced by nodes with degree at least ∆ i = ∆ 2 −i . This ensures that after step i, all vertices of degree at least ∆ 2 −i are removed, and therefore, the maximum degree in the remaining graph is at most ∆ 2 −i . Let n i be the number of nodes in the graph in step i.
Lemma 3.6. Let v be a node in the graph remaining in step i. Consider phase s of Algorithm 2, which was run in step i, and let H s be the corresponding sparsified graph. Each node v in H s can learn its (α · √ 2 log ∆ i /10)-hop neighborhood in H s in the low memory MPC model in O(log log ∆ i ) communication rounds. In particular, the (α · √ 2 log ∆ i /10)-hop neighborhood of a node in H s in step i fits into the memory of a single machine and the neighborhoods of all nodes in H s fit into the total memory.
Proof. Consider the following well-known and simple graph exponentiation procedure [LW10, Gha17] . In every communication round, each node u informs its neighbors of the nodes contained in N (u). Then, every node can add the new nodes it learned about in its neighborhood by adding a virtual edge to each such node. This way, in round j of the procedure, node v will be informed about all nodes and edges in its 2 j -hop neighborhood. Thus, every node learns its α · ( √ 2 log ∆ i /10)-hop neighborhood after at most O(log log ∆ i ) rounds.
Due to the design of the algorithm, we have that the minimum degree of a node v considered in step i is at least ∆ i and hence, the total memory we have is at least O(n i · ∆ i ). Furthermore, the maximum degree is at most ∆ 2 i . By Lemma 3.4, this implies that the α · log ∆ 2 i /10 -hop neighborhood of any single node in H s contains at most ∆ ≪ n α , the neighborhood together with the virtual edges clearly fit into the memory of a single machine. Combined with the labels, the total memory required is then n i · ∆
. For the next phase, we can re-use the same memory. We conclude that the total memory suffices to store a copy of the (α · √ 2 log ∆ i /10)-hop neighborhood of every node in any phase in step i.
Theorem 3.7. There is an algorithm that, with probability 1−1/n 10 , computes a Maximal Independent Set in the low memory MPC model that requires O( √ log ∆ log log ∆ + √ log log n) communication rounds.
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, we can simulate one phase of Algorithm 2 in O(log log ∆) communication rounds. Hence, we can simulate all the O(1/α) √ log ∆ phases in O((1/α) √ log ∆ log log ∆) rounds. By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, we get that with probability at most 1/∆ C−2 , a node survives, i.e., neither it nor at least one of its neighbors is part of the MIS after executing our simulation. Hence, we can apply Theorem 3.1 and obtain that the connected components induced by the surviving nodes are of size at most O(∆ 4 · log n) and the number of the surviving nodes is at most n * = n/∆ 10 . By Lemma 3.6, we do not break our memory restrictions.
We apply the graph exponentiation procedure once more and simulate the deterministic algorithm for MIS designed for these small components by Ghaffari [Gha16] . This simulation requires each node to know its 2 O( √ log log n) -hop neighborhood. Notice that since the components are of size O(∆ 4 · log n), we require n * · O((∆ 4 · log n) 2 ) =Θ(n) total memory to store these neighborhoods 8 . Hence, we obtain a runtime of O( √ log log n) for the deterministic part. Putting the randomized and the deterministic part together and summing up over all steps results in a runtime of
2 −i log ∆ · log log 2 −i ∆ + O log log n = O log ∆ · log log ∆ + log log n .
Simulation in the LCA Model
Similarly to our MPC algorithm, our LCA algorithm for MIS simulates phases of Algorithm 2 by creating the sparsified graph H i for every phase i. For the purposes of our LCA, we can set the length of each phase to be √ log ∆/10, i.e., omit the α factor. It is convenient to think about simulating a phase as creating an oracle that, for node v, answers the following query: What is the state of node v in the end of phase i = [t, t ′ ]? In particular, did v join the MIS and what is p t ′ (v).
Oracle O 0 (v). From its 1-hop neighborhood, node v can derive whether u belongs to H 0 and whether it is stalling or not in phase 0. Similarly, v can deduce its 1-hop neighborhood in H 0 by querying every node in its neighborhood in the original graph. Then, iteratively, v can learn its (x + 1)-hop neighborhood in H 0 by querying all the neighbors of the nodes within the x-hop neighborhood in H 0 .
8 Notice that if ∆ 4 > n α , i.e., a component does not fit into the memory of a single machine, we have by Theorem 3.1 that no node survives the Θ(log ∆) rounds of Algorithm 2.
In particular, we do not query the neighbors of nodes that are not part of the x-hop neighborhood of v in H 0 . Once the ( √ log ∆/10)-hop neighborhood is learned, we can simulate the behavior of v in phase 0 by Lemma 3.5.
Oracle O i (v). Consider phase i > 0 with iterations [t, t ′ ]. First, we query O i−1 (v) and each neighbor u of v, we query the state of u from O i−1 (u). In particular, we learn p t−1 (v), p t−1 (u) for all neighbors, the random 9 bitsr t (u), and whether v or any neighbor u joined the MIS. From this information, we are able to derived t−1 (v) and whether v belongs to H i . Then, we use the same procedure to figure out which neighbors of v belong to H i . Once we have learned the 1-hop neighbors of v in H i , we iteratively learn their neighbors in H i until we have learned the ( √ log ∆/10)-hop neighborhood of v in H i . Once the ( √ log ∆/10)-hop neighborhood is learned, we simulate phase i on the graph H i . Let us denote the query complexity of simulating phase i by Q(i). Theorem 3.9. There is an LCA that, with probability 1 − 1/n 10 , computes an MIS with query complexity
Proof. Let x be the number of phases of Algorithm 2 and hence x = O( √ log ∆). Using Lemma 3.8 can bound the total query complexity of our simulation from above by
After running these phases, by Theorem 3.1, the remaining components are of size at most O(∆ 4 · log n). Thus, we can complete our LCA for node v by learning all nodes in the corresponding component resulting in a total query complexity of
Implications on Other Problems
Maximal Matching and 2-Approximation of Minimum Vertex Cover: It is well-known that a maximal matching algorithm immediately implies a 2-approximation of minimum vertex cover, simply by outputting all endpoints of the maximal matching. Next, we discuss how to adjust the MIS algorithm so that it solves maximal matching. Our idea follows the standard approach of running an MIS algorithm on the line graph of the input graph. In the LCA setting, we can do this without any extra effort.
However, for the MPC setting, we need some more care with the memory restriction: We make each node simulate the behavior of its edges, without creating the line graph explicitly. At first glance, it might seem that we have a problem with the local memory constraints per machine, since every edge needs to learn about up to ∆ elements in its neighborhood, which amounts to ∆ 2 per node and exceeds our memory limitation. To overcome this issue, we make two observations: (I) We can simulate a round of sampling on the line graph without breaking the memory limit, since this only requires counting the number of sampled neighbors per edge. This can be done by exchanging one small message per edge, since an edge has endpoints in at most 2 machines. Hence, we can derive for each edge in the beginning of a phase, whether it is part of a graph H s or not. (II) Once we focus on the sparsified graph, by Lemma 3.4, the maximum degree of H s is at most ∆ α 2 /8 . Hence, each node can simulate all of its edges in H s , including learning the information about their Θ( √ log ∆)-neighborhood in H s .
A (1 + ε)-approximation of Maximum Matching: By a method of Mcgregor [McG05] , one can compute a (1 + ε) approximation of maximum matching, for any constant ε > 0, by a constant number of calls to a maximal matching algorithm on suitably chosen subgraphs (though the dependency on ε is super exponential). These subgraphs are in fact easy to identify, and can be done in O(1) rounds of the LOCAL distributed model. Therefore, we can use the same method to extend our maximal matching algorithm to a (1 + ε)-approximation of maximum matching, in both MPC and LCA, without any asymptotic increase in our complexities. We note that a similar idea was used by [CLM + 18, ABB + 17, GGK + 18] to transform constant approximation of maximum matching to a (1 + ε)-approximation.
An Improved LCA for MIS
In this section, we modify Algorithm 2 in a way that admits a much more efficient simulation in the LCA model. Next, we explain the structure of our modified algorithm in a recursive manner.
Recursive Splitting to Subphases
On the highest level, we can think of T = Θ(log ∆) iterations in Algorithm 2 as a (very long) phase s 0 of length T . In our modified algorithm, any node u in phase s 0 that hasd 0 (u) > 2 2T is stalling 10 and thus, will not be marked and halves its p t (u) value in every iteration t of s 0 . For the non-stalling nodes, we split the phase of T iterations into two subphases of T /2 iterations. In the subphases of length T /2, we adjust the threshold for stalling tod > 2 2T /2 = 2 T . After recursively splitting the (sub-)phases i times, we reach subphases of length R = T /2 i . In subphases of length R, node u is stalling ifd(u) > 2 2R in the first iteration of the phase. The recursive splitting to subphases is continued until we hit a subphase length of 2 log log ∆ < R ≤ 4 log log ∆.
Bound on the Number of Iterations
The estimation of d t−1 (v) throughd t−1 (v) and updating of p t (v) in iteration t is done exactly as in Algorithm 2. We refer to the modified version of Algorithm 2 to as the recursive MIS algorithm. To bound the number of iterations that the recursive MIS algorithm needs to perform, we can use an analysis that is almost exactly the same as for Algorithm 2. The formal statement is presented below and the proof appears in Appendix A.2. The number of iterations T executed by the recursive MIS algorithm is equal to the length of the highest level phase s 0 .
Theorem 4.1. Consider the recursive MIS algorithm described above. For each node v, during T = c log ∆ iterations for a sufficiently large constant c, with probability at least 1 − 1/∆ 98 , either node v or a neighbor of v is added to the MIS. This guarantee holds independent of the randomness outside the 2-hop neighborhood of v. Furthermore, let B be the set of nodes remaining after T rounds. Each connected component of the graph induced by B has O(log ∆ n · ∆ 4 ) nodes.
Sparsification
Intuitively, splitting the execution of the algorithm into very short phases leads to simulating iterations on very sparse subgraphs. In these sparse graphs, in terms of query complexity, it is cheap to simulate the iterations of the short phases.
Definitions. Here, we use terminology very similar to Section 3.3. For iteration t, letr t (v) = (r 1 t−1 , . . . , r k t−1 , r m t ) denote a vector of k + 1 = Θ(log ∆) uniformly chosen random numbers, with c log ∆-bit precision, from the interval [0, 1] . Now, we can derive the outcome of the random marking for iteration t by checking whether r m t (v) < p t (v) and similarly, a node is sampled in the j-th repetition if, inr t (v) = (r 1 t−1 , . . . , r k t−1 , r m t ), we have r j t−1 < p t−1 (v). We slightly adjust the definitions of node types to incorporate the varying lengths of (sub-)phases.
For a phase [t, t ′ ] of length R, we have the following definitions:
1. We say that node u is relevant if r
3. We say that u is good ifd i−1 (u) ≤ 2 3R+2 for all i ∈ [t, t ′ ] and otherwise, it is bad.
Constructing the Sparse Graph H t,t ′ . We first determine the vertices of H t,t ′ . All relevant light nodes that are good are added to H t,t ′ . For a relevant heavy node u, we create d virtual copies, where d is the number of relevant light nodes that are good and connected to u in the original graph. All these copies are added to H t,t ′ . We next determine the edges of H t,t ′ . If two light nodes u and w are connected in the original graph, we add the edge {u, w} to H t,t ′ . Each copy of a relevant heavy node w gets an edge to exactly one of the light nodes that w is connected to in the original graph. Hence, every heavy node in H t,t ′ has degree one and is connected to a light node. Finally, we note that some vertices carry extra information when added to H t,t ′ , which is maintained as a label on the vertex. In particular, every node u in H t,t ′ is labeled p t−1 (u) and the random bitsr(v). Notice that in case of an LCA, the shared randomness is available to all nodes even without an explicit labeling of H t,t ′ .
The next two lemmas follow from setting R ≥ 2 log log ∆ in the proof of Lemma 3.3 and fixing the phase length to R in the proof of Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 4.2.
A light node v is bad in phase [t, t ′ ] of length R with probability at most e −2 2R ≪ 1/∆ 100 . Furthermore, the event that a node is bad is independent of the randomness of nodes outside of its 2-hop neighborhood.
Lemma 4.3. Consider a phase [t, t ′ ] of length R. If node v learns its R-hop neighborhood in H t,t ′ , it can simulate its behavior in iterations in [t, t ′ ]. In particular, node v learns p t ′ (v) and whether it joined the MIS or not.
Lemma 4.4. Consider a phase of length R ≥ 2 log log ∆. The maximum degree of H t,t ′ is at most 2 5R . Furthermore, the number of nodes in the R-hop neighborhood of any node node v ∈ H t,t ′ is bounded from above by 2 5R 2 .
Proof. By definition, all (copies of) heavy nodes in H t,t ′ have degree exactly 1. Since we only picked good light nodes u, we have thatd i−1 (u) ≤ 4 · 2 3R for all i ∈ [t, t ′ ]. Thus, summing over all repetitions of the sampling and all iterations in [t, t ′ ], for sufficiently large ∆, the number of sampled and marked neighbors of u is bounded from above by C log ∆ · 4 · 2 3R ≪ 2 3R · log 3 ∆ ≤ 2 5R for any iteration i. The number of neighbors in the R-hop neighborhood of any node v is at most 2 5R R = 2 5R 2 .
A key observation in our LCA algorithm is that the behavior of a node in the two subphases of a phase 11 s = [t, t ′ ] only depends on the graph H s . Hence, it is convenient to think that an oracle simulating phase s of length > 4 log log ∆ answers queries to the adjacency lists of H t,t ′ /2 and H t ′ /2+1,t ′ . In a sense, the oracle for phase s creates the graphs H t,t ′ /2 and H t ′ /2+1,t ′ .
Oracle O t ′ (v, H t,t ′ ) for a Phase of Length R. If R ≤ 4 log log ∆, then O t ′ (v, H t,t ′ ) learns the R-hop neighborhood of v in H t,t ′ and simulates R iterations of phase [t, t ′ ]. Hence, by Lemma 4.3, we obtain p t ′ (v) and the knowledge of whether v joined the MIS or not. If R > 4 log log ∆, let s 1 and s 2 be the subphases of length R/2 of phase [t, t ′ ]. Then, the oracle O t ′ (v, H t,t ′ ) answers adjacency queries to H s 1 and H s 2 . For a query to H s 1 , we examine the neighbors of v and since H t,t ′ is labeled with the p t−1 (u) values, we can derive the estimated t−1 (u) for all neighbors u of v from the 2-hop neighborhood of v. If u is good and light in phase s 1 , then u ∈ H s 1 . For queries to H s 2 , we query every 2-hop neighbor u of v in H t,t ′ with the oracle O t ′ /2 (u, H s 1 ). Once we obtained p t ′ /2 (u) for each 2-hop neighbor u, we can derived t ′ /2 (w) for each 1-hop neighbor w and hence, can decide whether w ∈ H s 2 or not.
Shorthand Notation. We denote the number of queries needed to simulate a phase s = [t, t ′ ] of length R by Q(R). In other words, Q(R) denotes the number of queries required by the oracle O t ′ (v, H t,t ′ ).
Lemma 4.5. If R ≤ 4 log log ∆, then Q(R) = 2 O(log 2 log ∆) . Otherwise, the query complexity Q(R) = O Q(R/2) 2 · 2 10R .
Proof. Consider the phase [t, 2t ′ ] of length R. Let us first examine the case where R ≤ 4 log log ∆. By Lemma 4.4, any node v has at most 2 O(log 2 log ∆) nodes in its (4 log log ∆)-hop neighborhood in H t,t ′ .
Hence, Q(R) = 2 O(log 2 log ∆) .
Consider then the case where R > 4 log log ∆. When simulating phase [t, 2t ′ ], we can read the p t−1 (v) values from the node labels in H t,2t ′ . To obtain the adjacency list of v in H t,t ′ , we need to query all neighbors of v in H t,2t ′ once. Thus, by Lemma 4.4, we need at most Q(R/2) · 2 5R queries to simulate phase [t, t ′ ] and to obtain p t ′ (v).
For every adjacency query to a node u in phase [t ′ + 1, 2t ′ ], we need to query O t ′ (w, H t,t ′ ) for each neighbor w of u. For each of the Q(R/2) queries of phase [t ′ + 1, 2t ′ ], we need an adjacency query to O t ′ (w, H t,t ′ ). Hence, the query complexity of simulating phase [t, 2t ′ ] for node v is bounded by Q(R) = Q(R/2) · 2 5R · 2 5R · Q(R/2) = Q(R/2) 2 · 2 10R .
Theorem 1.2.
Proof. Let T = O(log ∆). By Lemma 4.5, we can write the query complexity of our simulation in the LCA model as
T · Q(4 log log ∆) O(T / log T ) ≤ 2 O(log ∆ log log ∆) · 2 O(log 2 log ∆) O(log ∆/ log log ∆) = ∆ O(log log ∆) · ∆ O(log log ∆) = ∆ O(log log ∆) .
By Lemma 4.2 and by Theorem 4.1 have that, with probability at most 1/∆ 98 , a node survives, i.e., is not part of the MIS nor has a neighbor in the MIS after executing O(log ∆) iterations. From Theorem 4.1 we have that the surviving nodes form connected components of size at most ∆ O(1) ·log n. Hence, we can complete our LCA for node v by querying all the nodes in the corresponding component, resulting in a total query complexity of ∆ O(log log ∆) · ∆ O(1) · log n = ∆ O(log log ∆) · log n. In other words, the expected number of entries ind that are larger than 2 is less than k/8. Notice that if the median ofd is less than 2, then more than half of its entries are smaller than 2. Thus, by applying a Chernoff bound, the probability thatd t ≤ 2 is at most e (9·k/8)/3 < e k/2 < 1/∆ C . This proves the first claim. For the second claim, Markov's inequality gives that P d j > 4d t (v) < 1/4. In other words, the expected number of entries ind that are greater than d t (v) is at most k/4. By applying a Chernoff bound, we get that the probability thatd t ≥ 4d t (v) is at most e (1/3)·(k/4) < 1/∆ C . The third claim follows from the second claim because if d t (v) < 0.4, we haved t (v) ≤ 4d t (v) < 1.6 < 2 with probability at least 1 − 1/∆ C . Lemma A.3. For each node v, during T = c · log ∆ rounds, where c is a sufficiently large constant, with probability at least 1 − 1/∆ C−2 , there are at least 0.05 · T golden iterations.
